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57 ABSTRACT 
A data processing system is described in which the 
available technology is used to provide high perfor 
mance. The high performance is achieved by having a 
four-level pipeline for the central processing system, a 
simplified instruction set and an interface with the co 
processor unit that has a simple and efficient interface 
with the normal instruction execution. The apparatus 
implementing the central processing system is closely 
connected to the instruction set. A discussion of the 
implementation of the data processing system is pro 
vided. 
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1. 

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR A PIPELINED 
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT IN A DATA 

PROCESSENG SYSTEM 

RELATED PATENT APPLICATIONS 

The following United States patent application is 
related to the instant application: 
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SYNCHRO 

NIZATION OF A COPROCESSOR UNIT IN A 
PIPELINED CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT, in 
vented by Neil C. Wilhelm and Judson Leonard, having 
Ser. No. 07/101,984, filed on Sept. 29, 1987 and as 
signed to the assignee of the present application. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates generally to data processing 

systems and, more particularly, to high performance 
data processing systems that can be implemented using 
readily available components. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
As the desire for improved performance in data pro 

cessing systems has increased, the design of the data 
processing systems has become more complex. For 
example, the use of a data processing system imple 
mented using pipelined techniques has become com 
mon. In the pipeline technique, the processing function 
of a data processing system is divided into a multiplicity 
of subfunctions. The subfunctions are chosen so that 
each subfunction occupies a determined timing period 
(or cycle). The execution of an instruction involves the 
sequential execution of each subfunction. The execution 
of each subfunction is independent of the execution of 
the preceding or succeeding subfunction, permitting an 
instruction to begin and, consequently, to end during 
every timing cycle. The number of subfunctions into 
which the execution of an instruction can be divided is 
also the number of instructions that can be in simulta 
neous execution in a pipelined data processing system. 
Although the total time required for execution of each 
instruction is generally (significantly) longer than the 
execution of the instruction without pipeline tech 
niques, instruction sequences can be executed more 
rapidly. The more rapid execution of an instruction 
sequence (once the pipelined data processing system has 
all subfunction units executing instructions) is achieved 
at the cost of greater complexity of the data processing 
system. 

In addition, as data processing systems have in 
creased in complexity, the requirement for specialized 
components has increased. Similarly, an attempt to 
improve the performance of a data processing system 
can frequently lead to more and more complex compo 
nents. In either case of specialized components or more 
complex interconnection of the components, the result 
is increased cost of the data processing system. 
The present invention is a result of a strategy to build 

a high performance central processing unit by attempt 
ing to keep the unit as simple as possible and by attempt 
ing to design the unit so that commercially available 
components, as opposed to specially designed compo 
nents, can be used to implement the central processing 
unit. As an example, the format and the length of an 
instruction word must be selected and has implications 
throughout the architecture of the central processing 
unit. The size of an instruction word and the size of a 
data word are important in the design of a central pro 
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2 
cessing unit. In particular, the instruction word fre 
quently has been implemented by a variable length 
instruction word format or by parameters. Further 
more, to the extent that the instruction word has fields 
that have identical interpretations, the decoding appara 
tus for the instruction word can be simplified. 
A need has therefore been felt for a high performance 

central processing unit that avoids many of the com 
plexities of other high performance central processing 
unit and can be fabricated relatively easily. 

FEATURES OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
improved central processing unit. 

It is a feature of the present invention to provide a 
high performance central processing unit that can be 
implemented using available components. 

It is yet another feature of the present invention to 
provide a high performance central processing unit 
having a four stage pipeline which can be implemented 
using available components. 

It is still a further feature of the present invention to 
provide a high performance central processing unit 
having a simplified instruction set. 

It is yet a further feature of the present invention to 
provide a pipelined central processing unit in which the 
address formation is performed prior to the operation 
execution stage. 

It is still another feature of the present invention to 
provide a coprocessor unit to execute suboperations 
requiring more than one timing cycle. 

It is a more particular feature of the present invention 
to provide apparatus for performing a hashing algo 
rithm in conjunction with the address formation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The aforementioned and other features, are accom 
plished according to the present invention, by provid 
ing a central processing unit having a four stage pipe 
line, operating with a load/store procedure operation, 
having a simplified instruction on set and providing a 
user and kernel mode of operation. The central process 
ing unit has a data and instruction word size of constant 
(32 bit) width. The addressing technique includes a 
virtual addressing scheme, the virtual addressing 
scheme also being the mechanism for separation of the 
modes of operation. The address formation apparatus is 
associated with a relatively early pipeline stage and 
apparatus for performing a hashing algorithm can be 
provided therefore. The instruction set available to user 
programs includes nine instruction types, while the 
operating system programs can execute four additional 
instructions. The instructions can be grouped into three 
formats. Four sets of registers are available for use in 
the load/store procedure. A coprocessor is included to 
execute operations requiring more than a single timing 
cycle. 
These and other features of the present invention will 

be understood by reading the following description 
along with the accompanying Figures. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1A illustrates the division of the central process 
ing unit in a four stage pipeline implementation, while 
FIG. 1B illustrates the principal components of the 
pipeline apparatus. 
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FIG. 2A is a list of instructions showing the mode in 
which the instruction is permitted to operate, while 
FIG. 2B illustrates the instruction format according to 
the preferred embodiment. 
FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B compare the operation of a 

central processing unit pipeline for a typical instruction 
with a coprocessor instruction. 

FIG. 4 illustrates the fields of the status register ac 
cording to the preferred embodiment. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

1. Detailed Description of the Figures 
Referring now to FIG. 1A, the division of the central 

processing unit into a multiplicity of stages is illustrated. 
In the preferred embodiment, the instruction fetch ap 
paratus 2 is responsible for insuring that, to the extent 
possible, a continuous sequence of instructions is avail 
able for execution. The instruction fetch apparatus pro 
vides an instruction to the second stage of the central 
processing unit pipeline, the decode/read apparatus 3. 
In this apparatus, the appropriate data word(s) which 
are to be operated on are made available and the in 
struction from the instruction fetch unit is decoded to 
permit execution of the instruction. The operation iden 
tified by the instruction is executed in the execute appa 
ratus 4 or in the coprocessor unit 6. The coprocessor 
unit 6 is a special unit for performing manipulations on 
the data words that require more than one cycle and, 
consequently must be performed out of the normal 
instruction pipeline sequence. The results of instruction 
execution by the execute apparatus 4 or the coprocessor 
unit 6, applied to the write apparatus 5, are entered in 
the decode/read apparatus 3. 

Referring next to FIG. 1B, principal components of 
the block diagram of FIG. 1A are illustrated. The in 
struction fetch unit includes an instruction cache mem 
ory unit 121, the instruction cache memory unit provid 
ing the sequence of instructions being executed by the 
central processing unit. The next sequential instruction 
from cache memory unit 121 is applied to instruction 
register 132. Instruction register 132 has associated 
apparatus for decoding the instruction, i.e., providing 
the control signals that control the distribution and 
manipulation of the data (typically from two register 
locations). Address signals from register 132 are applied 
to adder unit 135, the output signals of adder unit 135 
being applied to a first input terminal of arithmetic logic 
unit 133. Address signals from register 132 are applied 
to register bank 131. The data stored in two register 
locations in register bank 131 are applied to latch circuit 
141 in the next (execute apparatus) stage of the central 
processing unit pipeline and to coprocessor unit 6. The 
data from one of the two addressed registers of register 
bank 131 is applied to a second set of input terminals of 
arithmetic logic unit 133. The output address of the 
arithmetic logic unit 133 is applied to the instruction 
cache memory unit 121 of instruction fetch apparatus 2 
and to the data cache memory unit 143 of the execute 
apparatus 4. The contents of the latch circuit 141 are 
applied to two sets of input terminals of arithmetic logic 
unit 142. The output signals from the arithmetic logic 
unit 142 are applied to a first set of input terminals of 
multiplexer 144 while output signals of the data cache 
memory unit 143 are applied to a second set of input 
terminals of multiplexer 144. The output signals of mul 
tiplexer 144 are applied to latch circuit 151 in the write 
apparatus 5. The signals stored in the latch circuit 151 
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4. 
are applied to register bank 131 in the decode/read 
apparatus. The use of data cache memory unit 143 and 
instruction cache memory unit 121 provide the interface 
mechanism between the relatively slow main memory 
unit and the relatively rapid central processing unit. 
The difference in operation speeds is accommodated by 
transferring a multiplicity of data or instruction words 
as a result of a single memory reference. In addition, 
programs typically involve repeated use of data and/or 
instruction words having an address close to the refer 
encing instruction word (i.e., the two words have a high 
probability of being transferred between the main mem 
ory unit and central processing unit as a result of a 
single memory reference). 

Referring next to FIG. 2A, the instruction set, to 
which the central processing unit of the present inven 
tion responds, is listed. The central processing unit can 
operate in two modes, a user mode and a kernel mode 
(sometimes referred to as nonprivileged and privileged 
modes). The instructions that can be executed in the 
user and in the kernel mode are the LOAD, STORE, 
ARITHMETIC, EXTRACT FIELD, SUBROUTINE 
JUMP, CONDITIONAL JUMP, LOAD ADDRESS 
and COPROCESSOR instructions. The KERNEL 
EXIT, LOAD PC QUEUE, FLUSH and SPECIAL 
instructions can be executed only when the central 
processing unit is in the kernel mode. The TRAP in 
struction can be executed only in the user mode. An 
attempt to execute a TRAP instruction in the kernel 
mode will cause the central processing unit to stop 
instruction execution. The LOAD instruction uses the 
memory reference format (cf. FIG. 2B) and loads the 
word at an address determined by the address stored in 
the B field register, offset by the signed field of the 
instruction, into the A field register. The STORE in 
struction also uses the memory reference format and 
loads the word in the A field register into the address 
location determined by the B field address and the offset 
field of the instruction. The ARITHMETIC instruction 
uses the three register field format (arithmetic format in 
FIG. 2B). The word stored in the A field register and 
the word stored in the B field register have the opera 
tion performed thereon determined by the ALU field in 
the instruction. Some operations require only a single 
word on which to operate. In an arithmetic operation 
involving a constant, the constant is placed in the A 
field of the instruction (constants are typically relatively 
small) and directly applied to the arithmetic logic unit 
by means of a multiplexer arrangement in the A field 
register path. The EXTRACT FIELD instruction uses 
the extract format (cf. FIG. 2B). The EXTRACT 
FIELD instruction concatenates the word in the A field 
register and the B field register and uses an instruction 
length field to determine the size of the field to be ex 
tracted from the concatenated field and an instruction 
shift field to determine amount of shift (i.e., the begin 
ning) of the concatenated field to be stored in the C field 
register. This instruction can be used for shifting opera 
tions. The SUBROUTINE JUMP instruction uses the 
memory reference format and serves four purposes in 
the preferred embodiment, unconditional branching, 
computed branching, subroutine calls and subroutine 
returns. The address of the SUBROUTINE JUMP 
instruction is saved in the A field register, a branch is 
executed to an address determined by the B field regis 
ter, and the instruction offset field. The CONDI 
TIONAL JUMP instruction uses the memory reference 
format wherein the contents of the A field register is the 
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quantity to be tested, the B field is the test condition and 
the offset value is combined with a predetermined regis 
ter word (the program counter register is used in the 
preferred embodiment). The LOAD ADDRESS in 
struction uses the memory reference format, stores the 
computed address in the A field register. The CO 
PROCESSOR instruction is described with reference 
to the coprocessor unit and uses an (interpreted) arith 
metic format. The TRAP instruction uses the arithmetic 
format and provides the means for leaving the user 
mode of operation and entering the kernel mode of 
operation. The KERNEL EXIT instruction provides 
the mechanism by which the operating system program 
can return control of the central processing unit to a 
user program. When the central processing unit is enter 
ing the user mode from the kernel mode, several activi 
ties must take place such as changing the kernel mode 
bit in the status register. The KERNEL EXIT instruc 
tion is executed twice (because of the delayed branch 
implementation of the pipeline) to insure that the inter 
rupted program is reentered at the appropriate instruc 
tion. The LOAD PCQUEUE instruction permits a user 
program to be entered from the operating system that is 
different from the previously executing program. To 
accomplish this change, the program counter must have 
the appropriate addresses entered therein. The FLUSH 
instruction invalidates data and instruction cache mem 
ory pages. However, if the data words in the data cache 
memory unit have been changed, these changed entries 
must be stored at the corresponding locations in the 
main memory unit. The SPECIAL instruction performs 
operating system activity for which no other instruction 
is appropriate. For example, these instructions control 
input/output and memory controller operations, setting 
and reading the status register, etc. 

Referring next to FIG. 2B, the format of the instruc 
tion set of FIG. 2A is illustrated. Common to all instruc 
tions are a operation (OP) field 21, an A field 22 and a 
B field 23, where the A and B fields designating regis 
ters. When the instruction refers to a main memory 
location, the remaining field is a signed offset field 24. In 
a non-virtual memory mode, the register defined by the 
A field 22 is the location of the data, while the data (i.e., 
address) stored in the register defined by the B field 23 
is combined with the data in the signed offset field 24 to 
identify a main memory location. In the extract instruc 
tion format, the subfield that is to be extracted is a con 
catenation of the data in the register determined by the 
A Field and the data in the register determined by the B 
field. The remainder of the abstract format is divided 
into a length field 19 and a shift field 18. 

Referring next to FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, the opera 
tion of the central processing unit pipeline for a typical 
arithmetic instruction (FIG. 3A) is compared with the 
operation of the central processing unit pipeline for a 
coprocessor instructor (FIG. 3B). During the first time 
interval T1, the central processing unit performs the 
instruction preparation 31 for the instruction in instruc 
tion fetch apparatus 2. In time interval 12, operand 
preparation 32 is performed in the decode/read appara 
tus 3. The arithmetic or logic operation indicated by the 
instruction is performed in time interval T3. Finally, in 
time interval T4, the write apparatus 5 stores the result 
operand 34 resulting from the arithmetic or logic opera 
tion in the appropriate register. When a coprocessor 
instruction is to be executed, the activity of the central 
processing unit of instruction preparation 31' and oper 
and preparation 32 during time intervals T1 and T2, 
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6 
respectively, is similar to the operation for the typical 
arithmetic instruction. However, during time interval 
T3, the operands are applied to the coprocessor unit for 
manipulation in a manner determined by the instruction. 
During time interval T3, the results of the coprocessor 
activity from the previous coprocessor instruction are 
applied to write apparatus 5 and in time interval T4, the 
write apparatus 5 stores the result operand from the 
previous coprocessor instruction in the register location 
indicated by the C field (cf. FIG. 2B). Not shown in 
FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B are signal paths between stages. 
As will be clear to those skilled in the art of central 
processing units implemented in pipeline stages, these 
signal paths accommodate special situations such as 
making the result operands from the arithmetic logic 
unit available at an earlier timing cycle than would be 
possible in the normal sequence of operations of the 
pipeline stages. 

Referring next to FIG. 4, the fields of the status regis 
ter are shown. The first bit position is the boot bit. The 
boot bit is forwarded to the main memory unit during 
the bootstrapping (initialization) procedure in order 
that the main memory unit will utilize instructions from 
associated R(ead)O(nly)M(emory) units. The pre-kernel 
bit is used in switching from the kernel mode of opera 
tion to the user mode of operation (i.e., in the KERNEL 
EXIT instruction. The privilege instruction bit permits 
a user program to execute privileged instructions, but is 
not used in the preferred embodiment. The disable par 
ity checking is set during initialization, the initialization 
procedure being responsible for the data integrity. The 
next eight bits of the status register provide the identifi 
cation of the current process. The Abank bits and the B 
bank bits permit the selection of 4 register banks for use 
by each field (the C field using the same registers as the 
A field). An identification of an interrupt is provided by 
seven bit positions. When a trap instruction, indicating 
the transfer from the user mode of operation into the 
kernel mode of operation, is identified, the address 
translation in the cache memory units are disabled by 
storing signals in associated bit positions. Six bit posi 
tions provide a trap code. 
As will be clear to those skilled in the art, FIG. 1A 

and FIG. 1B illustrate the principal instruction and data 
word flow paths of the central processing unit, but do 
not illustrate all apparatus or signal paths typically pres 
ent in the stages of the central processing unit. The 
apparatus not illustrated can be implemented by tech 
niques known in the related art. For example, the in 
struction fetch apparatus 2 also includes an instruction 
counter for selecting the next instruction in the instruc 
tion cache memory unit. Similarly, associated with 
decode/read apparatus 3, a plurality of control circuits 
are coupled to register 132. These control circuits de 
code the logic signals stored in register 132 and distrib 
ute these signals, with appropriate delays for later pipe 
line stages, the registers, gates and components engaged 
in the manipulation of the data information. 

2. Operation of the Preferred Embodiment 
The central processing unit of the preferred embodi 

ment was designed with simplicity and ease of imple 
mentation as goals. These goals resulted in the selection 
of certain important parameters. For example, the in 
struction and the data words were selected to have 32 
bit positions. The use of an instruction word of this 
length permitted all the fields of each instruction of the 
selected instruction set to be included in a single word. 
The use of data and instruction words having a constant 
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size simplifies the implementation of the data paths over 
which data and instruction words are transferred. A 
simplified instruction set was selected. Such an instruc 
tion set selection reduces the complexity of the decode 
apparatus present, but not shown in FIG. 1B. The cen 
tral processing unit of the present invention was pro 
vided with a load/store implementation in which an 
arithmetic operation is performed on the contents of a 
register and returned to a register after the operation 
has been executed. 

In addition, the central processing unit includes a 
virtual addressing scheme. The address translation is 
performed in the arithmetic unit 133. The virtual ad 
dressing process is also the point at which protection 
schemes between modes of operation of the central 
processing unit, between programs being executed by 
the central processing unit and between various classes 
of data, are provided. Two features have been added to 
the central processing unit to reduce the activity in the 
data cache memory unit. First, the P(rocess)ID(entifier) 
is associated with each program and eliminates the need 
for flushing (invalidating) the contents of the data cache 
memory unit when a different program begins execu 
tion. Second, a hashing procedure is added to the ad 
dress formation process. A hashing procedure is a way 
of changing an address in a predetermined manner to 
randomize the resulting numbers. If the data cache 
memory unit addresses are not randomized, then small 
programs can frequently require frequent swapping 
between the main memory unit and the data cache 
memory unit because of conflicting addresses. In the 
preferred embodiment shown in FIG. 1B, the position 
of the arithmetic logic unit 133 in the decode/read ap 
paratus places severe timing constraints on the activity 
that can be performed. For example, register 132 ad 
dresses register bank 131 during address formation, to 
retrieve the base address and apply this address to one 
set of input terminals of arithmetic logic unit 133. In 
addition, hashing algorithm implementations typically 
involve the use of 'exclusive or logic gates, the 'exclu 
sive or logic gates providing an operation that is not 
associative with addition. In the present invention, the 
hashing algorithm is implemented with an adder unit. 
The adder unit 135 operates on the PIN and displace 
ment fields that are available from the instruction and 
do not have to be retrieved from the register bank 131. 
Furthermore, by implementing the hashing algorithm 
with addition operations, the hashing operation com 
mutes and associates with the the addition operation in 
the address formation. Therefore, the hashing operation 
of the present invention can be performed prior to the 
address formation operation. 

Referring once again to FIG. 1, the four stage pipe 
line was chosen as a compromise between the desire for 
higher performance (i.e., by reducing cycle time) and 
the desire to reduce the latency of a branch instruction 
(i.e., the number of cycles from the issuance of a branch 
instruction until the issuance of the target instruction). 
In order to improve the performance of the central 
processing unit, instructions entering the pipeline dur 
ing latent cycles (typically referred to as delay slots) are 
to be executed, an operation technique referred to as 
delayed branching. By placing the arithmetic logic unit 
133 in the decode/read apparatus 3 to compute ad 
dresses, the instruction sequence is delayed by only one 
timing cycle for branch instructions. In addition, the 
arithmetic logic unit contributes to the short pipeline 
implementation by generating the addresses in main 
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8 
memory for the LOAD instruction or for the STORE 
instruction sufficiently early in the instruction execution 
to permit the data cache memory unit to operate as part 
of the execute apparatus 3. 
The central processing unit includes both a data 

cache memory unit 143 and an instruction cache mem 
ory unit 121. Although the two cache memory units 
increase the amount of apparatus, potential conflicts 
that can arise with the use of a single cache are avoided. 
The central processing unit does not include prefetch 
apparatus thereby reducing the complexity apparatus 
implementing the central processing unit still further. 

In the preferred embodiment, the register bank 131 
associated with the execute apparatus 4 has four sepa 
rately addressable banks of registers. These register 
banks can be assigned to individual processes. Some 
register to register transfers can be avoided thereby. 

Instruction Execution Modes 

In order to prevent compromise of the operation of 
the central processing unit, two modes of operation are 
available. The user mode permits a repertoire of instruc 
tions by the user of the central processing unit to have 
sufficient access to the resources of the data processing 
system to accomplish the desired manipulation of data. 
The kernel mode provides to the operating system addi 
tional instructions (indeed all possible instructions ex 
cept the TRAP instruction) to respond to exceptional 
situations and to control functions in the central pro 
cessing unit to which access by a user program could 
result in erroneous processing. In the preferred embodi 
ment, the operating system is responsible for mainte 
nance and interpretations of page tables, as well as con 
trol of entries in the translation table cache memory 
unit. The operating system is also responsible for input 
/output operations. Similarly, interrupt events occur 
ring during a user program are responded to by the 
operating system. In order to simplify the design of the 
central processing unit by avoiding use of an interrupt 
stack, external interrupts are disabled during operation 
in the kernel mode. The operating system is also respon 
sible for the virtual memory address mechanism. In 
cluded in the virtual memory address mechanism is a 
mechanism for preventing interaction of the user pro 
grams with each other and with the operating system 
and provides a mechanism for relocating or rearranging 
the data and instruction word groups (pages) in main 
memory. 

Coprocessor Unit 
The coprocessor unit is used to perform operations 

on data words that can not be accommodated within the 
timing cycle of the central processing unit pipeline 
stages. Integer multiplication and integer division are 
examples of such operations, the plurality of steps in 
plementing these operations can not be accommodated 
in the timing cycle available for each stage. In addition, 
atypical operations that are too complex to be per 
formed in a single machine cycle involve quantities 
represented by the floating point format (i.e., are repre 
sented by a normalized fraction value and an exponent 
value) and by quantities represented in a double preci 
sion format (i.e., wherein two data words are used to 
represent the quantity). To minimize the interruption to 
the sequential instruction execution, the coprocessor 
activity is performed in parallel with the execution of 
the typical arithmetic instructions, permitting the cen 
tral processing unit to continue instruction execution. In 
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the preferred embodiment, the instruction indicating 
coprocessor unit operation and the instruction indicat 
ing arithmetic logic unit operation have generally the 
same format, the most significant difference being the 
interpretation of the C field as the destination register of 
a result operand currently available in the (accumulator 
register of) coprocessor unit. In the preferred embodi 
ment, when the result operand to be transferred to the 
destination register is not (yet) available, the central 
processing unit suspends operation until the result oper 
and is available. 

Pipeline Stalls 
In an ideal central processing unit pipeline environ 

ment, each of the stages of the pipeline operate indepen 
dently. However, when a data word is not in the cache 
memory unit, the retrieval of the data from the main 
memory unit can require several cycles. In addition, a 
number of situations can arise in the pipeline environ 
ment in which execution of a first instruction can impact 
the execution of a second instruction. The dependencies 
between pipeline stages can be accommodated by judi 
cious programming (e.g., insertion of no op instruc 
tions). Similarly, a compiler can be developed to insert 
useful instructions between instructions that can inter 
act. In the central processing unit of the preferred en 
bodiments, the interactions between stages are accom 
modated by pipeline interlock mechanisms that tempo 
rarily suspend or stall the operation of the pipeline. This 
mechanism is equivalent to the insertion of no op in 
structions in the program, but relieves the programmer 
of the responsibility for insertion of the commands. In 
the preferred embodiment of the central processing 
unit, three situations arise that are resolved by stalling 
the operation of the pipeline, address stalls, store stalls 
and coprocessor stalls. 
With respect to the address stalls, these stalls arise 

because the address formation requires substantially an 
entire machine cycle to complete. When the result of a 
calculation in arithmetic logic unit 142 (in the execute 
apparatus) is to be used immediately in the execution of 
a load, store or branch operation, the address arithmetic 
logic unit needs the input values too early to benefit 
from a feedback stage that can directly couple output 
signals from the execute apparatus 4 to an input terminal 
of the decode/read apparatus 3. The pipeline mecha 
nism is therefore stalled one cycle, permitting the result 
of the execute apparatus 4 to be entered in the write 
apparatus 5, the data thereby being available to the 
decode/read apparatus 3. 
The store operation stalls in the central processing 

unit of the preferred embodiment arise because the data 
cache memory unit 143 can not complete a write opera 
tion in a single cycle. The first cycle is used to insure 
that the corresponding address has valid data stored 
therein and the second cycle is used for actual storage of 
the operand. The hardware stall mechanism insures that 
a store operation is not immediately followed by a load 
or a store operation. 
The coprocessor stall operation is activated when a 

result operand from the coprocessor is not available 
when a subsequent coprocessor instruction is issued. 
The coprocessor stall, although not so named, has been 
discussed with respect to the coprocessor instruction. 

Status Register 
The contents of the status register are changed only 

by detection of an interrupt event or by instructions 
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10 
reserved for the operating system. In the preferred 
embodiment, a condition code field is not provided in 
the status register because of the complexity involved. 
For example, a conditional branch must immediately 
follow the condition that is being tested. In addition, 
condition codes can vary with instructions. 

Interrupt Handling 
Events which provide an interrupt response are han 

dled in the kernel mode of operation. To reduce com 
plexity, an interrupt stack has not been provided and, 
consequently, external interrupts are disabled in the 
kernel mode. Only that information required to con 
tinue the currently executing program at the point of 
interruption is saved. In addition, complex procedures 
for restarting a program are not provided. Interrupt 
events, such as the attempt by a user program to execute 
an instruction reserved for the kernel mode, result in 
transfer to the kernel mode to attempt to recover from 
the event. However, an interrupt event in the kernel 
mode typically result in cessation of the operation of the 
central processing unit. 

Central processing Unit Implementation 
The central processing unit of the present invention 

was implemented using the commercially available 
ECL (emitter-coupled logic) 100K family SSI (small 
scale integration:gates) components and MSI (medium 
scale integration:adders) components manufactured by 
the Fairchild Corporation. The simple design of the 
central processing unit minimizes the advantage of 
using denser component packages, while the simpler 
circuit paths are consistent with the use of MSI compo 
nents. (Instrumental in the selection of the 100K family 
of components was the presence of temperature com 
pensation of the components as well as voltage compen 
sation. In addition, the 100K family of components are 
fabricated with a standard 24 pin dual-in-line package.) 
Selection of a sub-set of the 100K family of components 
further enhanced the simplicity of the design. To in 
crease the integrity of data transfer, the transmission 
lines were fabricated (and the 100K family of compo 
nents was designed to drive transmission lines) with a 50 
Ohm characteristic impedance and the transmission 
lines were terminated with a 50 Ohm impedance. A 
single phase clocking system was used in the data pro 
cessing system. The ECL 100K family of components 
has an additional feature that is important in the mainte 
nance of the central processing unit. The ECL 100K 
components can be configured to shift the logic signals 
stored therein out of the component. The shifted signals 
can be analyzed, in the event of a malfunction and an 
identification of the condition causing the malfunction 
attempted. (This type of configuration can be used to 
place the central processing unit in a preselected state.) 
The central processing unit of the preferred embodi 
ment has 45 ns (nanosecond) cycle and can achieve an 
average performance of 15 mips (million instructions 
per second). The arithmetic logic units are implemented 
by 100181 integrated circuits. 
The foregoing description is included to illustrate the 

operation of the preferred embodiment and is not meant 
to limit the scope of the invention. The scope of the 
invention is to be limited only by the following claims. 
From the foregoing description, many variations will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art that would yet be 
encompassed by the spirit and scope of the present 
invention. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A central processing unit of a data processing sys 

tem, said central processing unit comprising: 
instruction cache memory unit for storing sequences 
of instructions; 

decode/read means coupled to said instruction cache 
memory unit, said decode/read means including; 
an instruction register for receiving instructions 
from said instruction cache memory unit, 

an operand register bank for storing operands and 
for retrieving operands in response to address 
portions from said instruction register, 

an adder unit for receiving address portions from 
said instruction register, and 

a first arithmetic logic unit for receiving signal 
groups from said operand register bank unit and 
said adder unit, said arithmetic logic unit provid 
ing addresses, wherein said addresses are applied 
to said instruction cache memory unit, said in 
struction cache memory unit providing a next 
sequential instruction of a currently executing 
sequence of instructions from said instruction 
cache memory unit to said instruction register 
during a first time period, said instruction regis 
ter providing control signals determining a dis 
tribution and a processing of at least one data 
operand according to said next sequential in 
struction, said operand register bank providing 
operands in response to address portions from 
said instruction register and said first arithmetic 
logic unit providing addresses during a second 
time period; 

execute means including; 
a latch circuit for storing at least one operand from 

said operand register bank, 
a second arithmetic logic unit receiving said at least 
one operand from said latch circuit, said second 
arithmetic logic unit providing a processed oper 
and, 

a data cache memory unit providing an operand in 
response to addresses from said first arithmetic 
logic unit, and 

multiplexer unit for receiving a processed operand 
from said second arithmetic logic unit and a 
stored operand from said data cache memory 
unit, said second arithmetic logic unit processing 
said at least one data operand in accordance with 
control signals from said instruction register or 
said data cache memory unit retrieving one 
stored operand during a third time period; and 

write means for transferring a processed data operand 
resulting from said processing said at least one data 
operand or a stored operand from said data cache 
memory unit to a designated location in said oper 
and register bank in response to control signals 
from said instruction register during a fourth time 
period; wherein said instruction cache memory 
unit, said decode/read means, said execute means 
and said write means are pipeline subsystems of 
said central processing unit, said central processing 
unit using a load/store operational procedure. 

2. The central processing unit of claim wherein said 
operand register bank includes four separately accessi 
ble sets of registers selectable by a currently executing 
user program, said register bank storing data operands 
to be processed. 

3. The central processing unit of claim 1 wherein said 
adder unit and said arithmetic logic unit forming an 
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12 
address using a predetermined procedure in response to 
an instruction in said instruction register, wherein said 
predetermined procedure for forming an address to be 
applied to said data cache memory can include virtual 
address to real address translation. 

4. The central processing unit of claim 3 wherein said 
predetermined procedure for providing an address in 
cludes a hashing procedure for minimizing address clus 
tering, said hashing procedure being implemented using 
said adder unit. 

5. The central processing unit of claim 4 wherein said 
hashing procedure is performed prior to an address 
formation procedure. 

6. The central processing unit of claim 4 wherein said 
central processing unit ceases operation when an oper 
and required for executing said sequence of instructions 
is not available to said central processing unit subsys 
tems when required for said executing said sequence of 
instructions, and wherein said central processing unit 
resumes operation when an operand required for exe 
cuting said sequence of instruction is available. 

7. The central processing unit of claim 6 wherein 
prefetch apparatus is replaced by a transfer of large 
groups of operands for each main memory access. 

8. The central processing unit of claim 1 wherein said 
central processing unit is responsive to a LOAD in 
struction, said LOAD instruction transferring an oper 
and from a first location in said data cache memory unit 
to a first location in said operand register bank. 

9. The central processing unit of claim 8 wherein said 
central processing unit is responsive to a STORE in 
struction, said STORE instruction transferring an oper 
and at a second location in said operand register bank to 
a second location in said data cache memory unit. 

10. The central processing unit of claim 9 wherein 
said central processing unit is responsive to an ARITH 
METIC instruction, said ARITHMETIC instruction 
performing a predetermined arithmetic/logic operation 
on an operand in a third location in said operand regis 
ter bank, said predetermined arithmetic/logic operation 
including a second operand selected from the group 
consisting of an operand in a fourth location in said 
operand register bank and a constant operand identified 
by said ARITHMETIC instruction. 

11. The central processing unit of claim 1 wherein 
said central processing unit has a kernel mode and a user 
mode for executing instructions, said kernel mode of 
operation permitting execution of instructions not exe 
cutable in said user mode, said user mode of operation 
executing instructions available to a user program for 
said central processing unit. 

12. The central processing unit of claim 11 wherein 
said central processing unit operating in said user mode 
is able to execute all instructions selected from a group 
of instructions consisting of a LOAD instruction, a 
STORE instruction, an ARITHMETIC instruction, an 
EXTRACT FIELD instruction, a SUBROUTINE 
JUMP instruction, a CONDITIONAL JUMP instruc 
tion and a COPROCESSOR instruction. 

13. The central processing unit of claim 12 wherein 
said central processing unit operating in said kernel 
mode is able to execute all instructions selected from a 
group of instructions consisting of a KERNEL EXIT 
instruction, a LOAD PC QUEUE instruction, a 
FLUSH instruction and SPECIAL instructions in addi 
tion to said group of instructions executable in said user 
mode. 
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14. The central processing unit of claim 12 wherein 
said user executable instructions include a field identify 
ing a processing operation, a first address field identify 
ing a first location in said operand register bank storing 
an operand to be processed and a second address field 
identifying a second location in said operand register 
bank into which a result operand is to be stored. 

15. The central processing unit of claim 1 further 
including: 

coprocessor means for receiving stored operands 
from said operand register bank, said coprocessor 
means responsive to control signals from said in 
struction register for processing operands for 
which processing operations take more than one 
time period, said execute means processing oper 
ands and retrieving operands from said data cache 
memory unit during processing operations of said 
coprocessor means, resulting operands from said 
coprocessor means being applied to said write 
means for storing in said operand register bank. 

16. The central processing unit of claim 15 wherein 
said central processing unit is capable of executing a 
COPROCESSOR instruction, said COPROCESSOR 
instruction being an instruction requiring for than one 
time period to execute, said COPROCESSOR instruc 
tion including: 

a first operand field identifying a location in said 
operand register bank; 

an operation field identifying a operation to be per 
formed on data group identified by said first oper 
and field by said coprocessor means; and 

a second operand field identifying a location in said 
operand register bank into which a result operand 
stored in said coprocessor means is to be trans 
ferred, said result operand resulting from operation 
of said coprocessor means in response to a previous 
COPROCESSOR instruction. 

17. The central processing unit of claim 15 wherein a 
process identifier is associated with each program to 
eliminate cache invalidation procedures. 

18. The central processing unit of claim 15 wherein 
all instructions and data operands in said central pro 
cessing unit are represented by an identical number of 
logic signals. 

19. The central processing unit of claim 15 wherein 
said adder unit and said first arithmetic logic unit can 
implement a virtual address to real address translation. 

20. A central processing unit for use in a data process 
ing system, said central processing unit having a pipe 
lined implementation, said central processing unit com 
prising: 

first pipeline stage means including a instruction 
cache memory unit for storing instructions control 
ling processing of operands by said central process 
ing unit; 

second pipeline stage means including a data register 
bank for storing data operands to be processed by 
said central processing unit, said second pipeline 
stage means including an instruction register for 
storing an instruction from said first pipeline stage 
means, said second pipeline stage further including 
an adder unit receiving addresses from said instruc 
tion register and a first arithmetic logic unit receiv 
ing input signals from said adder unit and from said 
operand register bank, said first arithmetic logic 
unit providing an address, wherein said address can 
be applied to said instruction cache memory unit in 
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14 
response to first signals from said instruction regis 
ter; 

third pipeline stage means including a latch circuit for 
storing operands and a second arithmetic unit cou 
pled to said latch circuit for processing operands 
stored in said latch circuit, said third pipeline stage 
means further including a multiplexer unit having a 
processed operand from said secondarithmetic unit 
applied thereto and a data cache memory unit re 
sponsive to addresses from said first arithmetic 
logic unit for applying a operand to said multi 
plexer unit in response to second signals from said 
instruction register; and 

fourth pipeline stage means for transferring a pro 
cessed operand from said third pipeline stage 
means operation to a location in said operand regis 
ter bank determined by an instruction resulting in 
said processed operand; wherein each of said first, 
second, third, and fourth pipeline stage means per 
forms an activity related to a single instruction in 
sequential clock periods. 

21. The central processing unit of claim 20 wherein 
said central pipeline unit is implemented to stall when a 
result from a first instruction has not been completed 
when required by a subsequent instruction. 

22. The central processing unit of claim 20 wherein a 
plurality of instructions are retrieved in response to an 
instruction fetch procedure by said first pipeline stage 
means, said plurality of instructions of said fetch proce 
dure providing instruction prefetch for said central 
processing unit. 

23. The central processing unit of claim 20 wherein 
said adder unit provides a hashing operation on an ini 
tial address operand prior to said preparing an address, 
said adder unit combining a signed operand with said 
initial address operand to increase a range of numerical 
values for said address. 

24. The central processing unit of claim 20 wherein 
said central processing unit using a register to register 
mode of operation wherein an initial operand from said 
register bank is processed by said central processing 
unit and a processed operand is returned to said register 
bank, fields of each instruction of said central process 
ing unit identifying at least one initial operand register 
bank address and a processed operand register bank 
address. 

25. The central processing unit of claim 24 wherein 
said register bank includes a plurality of sets of data 
independently addressable registers. 

26. The central processing unit of claim 20 further 
comprising coprocessor means in said third pipeline 
stage means for performing an extended processing 
operation on at least one input operand, wherein said 
extended processing operation requires more than one 
clock period, said coprocessor means accepting said at 
least one input operand from said second pipeline stage 
in response to third signals from a COPROCESSOR 
instruction in said instruction register, said coprocessor 
means applying a resulting operand to said fourth pipe 
line stage means in response to control signals from a 
next sequential COPROCESSOR instruction. 

27. The central processing unit of claim 26 wherein a 
next sequential COPROCESSOR instruction halts op 
eration when said resulting coprocessor operand is not 
available for processing. 

28. The central processing unit of claim 20 wherein 
said central processing unit has a user mode of opera 
tion and a kernel mode of operation, said kernel mode of 
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operation permitting execution of instructions not exe 
cutable during said user mode of operation, said user 
mode of operation executing at least one instruction 
selected from a group of instructions consisting of a 
LOAD instruction, a STORE instruction, a ARITH 
METIC instruction, a EXTRACT FIELD instruction, 
a SUBROUTINE JUMP instruction, a CONDI 
TIONAL JUMP instruction and a COPROCESSOR 
instruction. 

29. The central processing unit of claim 28 wherein 
said kernel mode of operation executes at least one 
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16 
instruction selected from a group of instructions consist 
ing of a KERNEL EXIT instruction, a LOAD PC 
QUEUE instruction, a FLUSH instruction, and a SPE 
CIAL instruction in addition to said group of instruc 
tions executed in said user mode. 

30. The central processing unit of claim 29 wherein 
said group of instructions executed in Said user node 
further consists of a TRAP instruction, wherein said 
TRAP instruction is executed only in said user mode. 

k k k k 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR A PIPENED 
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT IN A DATA 

PROCESSING SYSTEM 

RELATED PATENT APPLICATIONS 
The following United States patent application is 

related to the instant application: 
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SYNCHRO 

NIZATION OF A COPROCESSOR UNIT IN A 
PIPELINED CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT, in 
vented by Neil C. Wilhelm and Judson Leonard, having 
Ser. No. 07/101,984, filed on Sept. 29, 1987 and as 
signed to the assignee of the present application. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
l. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates generally to data processing 

systems and, more particularly, to high performance 
data processing systems that can be implemented using 
readily available components. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
As the desire for improved performance in data pro 

cessing systems has increased, the design of the data 
processing systems has become more complex. For 
example, the use of a data processing system imple 
mented using pipelined techniques has become com 
mon. In the pipeline technique, the processing function 
of a data processing system is divided into a multiplicity 
of subfunctions. The subfunctions are chosen so that 
each subfunction occupies a determined timing period 
(or cycle). The execution of an instruction involves the 
sequential execution of each subfunction. The execution 
of each subfunction is independent of the execution of 
the preceding or succeeding subfunction, permitting an 
instruction to begin and, consequently, to end during 
every timing cycle. The number of subfunctions into 
which the execution of an instruction can be divided is 
also the number of instructions that can be in simulta 
neous execution in a pipelined data processing system. 
Although the total time required for execution of each 
instruction is generally (significantly) longer than the 
execution of the instruction without pipeline tech 
niques, instruction sequences can be executed more 
rapidly. The more rapid execution of an instruction 
sequence (once the pipelined data processing system has 
all subfunction units executing instructions) is achieved 
at the cost of greater complexity of the data processing 
system. 

In addition, as data processing systems have in 
creased in complexity, the requirement for specialized 
components has increased. Similarly, an attempt to 
improve the performance of a data processing system 
can frequently lead to more and more complex compo 
nents. In either case of specialized components or more 
complex interconnection of the components, the result 
is increased cost of the data processing system. 
The present invention is a result of a strategy to build 

a high performance central processing unit by attempt 
ing to keep the unit as simple as possible and by attempt 
ing to design the unit so that commercially available 
components, as opposed to specially designed compo 
nents, can be used to implement the central processing 
unit. As an example, the format and the length of an 
instruction word must be selected and has implications 
throughout the architecture of the central processing 
unit. The size of an instruction word and the size of a 
data word are important in the design of a central pro 
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2 
cessing unit. In particular, the instruction word fre 
quently has been implemented by a variable length 
instruction word format or by parameters. Further 
more, to the extent that the instruction word has fields 
that have identical interpretations, the decoding appara 
tus for the instruction word can be simplified. 
A need has therefore been felt for a high performance 

central processing unit that avoids many of the com 
plexities of other high performance central processing 
unit and can be fabricated relatively easily. 

FEATURES OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
improved central processing unit. 

It is a feature of the present invention to provide a 
high performance central processing unit that can be 
implemented using available components. 

It is yet another feature of the present invention to 
provide a high performance central processing unit 
having a four stage pipeline which can be implemented 
using available components. 

It is still a further feature of the present invention to 
provide a high performance central processing unit 
having a simplified instruction set. 

It is yet a further feature of the present invention to 
provide a pipelined central processing unit in which the 
address formation is performed prior to the operation 
execution stage. 

It is still another feature of the present invention to 
provide a coprocessor unit to execute suboperations 
requiring more than one timing cycle. 

It is a more particular feature of the present invention 
to provide apparatus for performing a hashing algo 
rithm in conjunction with the address formation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The aforementioned and other features, are accom 
plished according to the present invention, by provid 
ing a central processing unit having a four stage pipe 
line, operating with a load/store procedure operation, 
having a simplified instruction on set and providing a 
user and kernel mode of operation. The central process 
ing unit has a data and instruction word size of constant 
(32 bit) width. The addressing technique includes a 
virtual addressing scheme, the virtual addressing 
scheme also being the mechanism for separation of the 
modes of operation. The address formation apparatus is 
associated with a relatively early pipeline stage and 
apparatus for performing a hashing algorithm can be 
provided therefore. The instruction set available to user 
programs includes nine instruction types, while the 
operating systern programs can execute four additional 
instructions. The instructions can be grouped into three 
formats. Four sets of registers are available for use in 
the load/store procedure. A coprocessor is included to 
execute operations requiring more than a single timing 
cycle. 
These and other features of the present invention will 

be understood by reading the following description 
along with the accompanying Figures. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1A illustrates the division of the central process 
ing unit in a four stage pipeline implementation, while 
FIG. 1B illustrates the principal components of the 
pipeline apparatus. 
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FIG. 2A is a list of instructions showing the modein. 
which the instruction is permitted to operate, She 
FIG. 2B illustrates the instruction format according to 
the preferred embodiment. 
FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B compare the operation of a 

central processing unit pipeline for a typical instruction 
with a coprocessor instruction. 
FIG. 4 illustrates the fields of the status register ac 

cording to the preferred embodiment. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENT 

1. Detailed Description of the Figures 
Referring now to FIG. 1A, the division of the central 

processing unit into a multiplicity of stages is illustrated. 
In the preferred embodiment, the instruction fetch ap 
paratus 2 is responsible for insuring that, to the extent 
possible, a continuous sequence of instructions is avail 
able for execution. The instruction fetch apparatus pro 
vides an instruction to the second stage of the central 
processing unit pipeline, the decode/read apparatus 3. 
In this apparatus, the appropriate data word(s) which 
are to be operated on are made available and the in 
struction from the instruction fetch unit is decoded to 
permit execution of the instruction. The operation iden 
tified by the instruction is executed in the execute appa 
ratus 4 or in the coprocessor unit 6. The coprocessor 
unit 6 is a special unit for performing manipulations on 
the data words that require more than one cycle and, 
consequently must be performed out of the normal 
instruction pipeline sequence. The results of instruction 
execution by the execute apparatus 4 or the coprocessor 
unit 6, applied to the write apparatus 5, are entered in 
the decode/read apparatus 3. 

Referring next to FIG. 1B, principal components of 
the block diagram of FIG. 1A are illustrated. The in 
struction fetch unit includes an instruction cache mem 
ory unit 121, the instruction cache memory unit provid 
ing the sequence of instructions being executed by the 
central processing unit. The next sequential instruction 
from cache memory unit 121 is applied to instruction 
register 132. Instruction register 132 has associated 
apparatus for decoding the instruction, i.e., providing 
the control signals that control the distribution and 
manipulation of the data (typically from two register 
locations). Address signals from register 132 are applied 
to adder unit 135, the output signals of adder unit 135 
being applied to a first input terminal of arithmetic logic 
unit 133. Address signals from register 132 are applied 
to register bank 131. The data stored in two register 
locations in register bank 131 are applied to latch circuit 
141 in the next (execute apparatus) stage of the central 
processing unit pipeline and to coprocessor unit 6. The 
data from one of the two addressed registers of register 
bank 131 is applied to a second set of input terminals of 
arithmetic logic unit 133. The output address of the 
arithmetic logic unit 133 is applied to the instruction 
cache memory unit 121 of instruction fetch apparatus 2 
and to the data cache memory unit 143 of the execute 
apparatus 4. The contents of the latch circuit 141 are 
applied to two sets of input terminals of arithmetic logic 
unit 142. The output signals from the arithmetic logic 
unit 142 are applied to a first set of input terminals of 
multiplexer 144 while output signals of the data cache 
memory unit 143 are applied to a second set of input 
terminals of multiplexer 144. The output signals of mul 
tiplexer 144 are applied to latch circuit 151 in the write 
apparatus 5. The signals stored in the latch circuit 151 
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are applied to register bank 131 in the decode/read 
apparatus. The use of data cache memory unit 143 and 
instruction cache memory unit 121 provide the interface 
mechanism between the relatively slow main memory 
unit and the relatively rapid central processing unit. 
The difference in operation speeds is accommodated by 
transferring a multiplicity of data or instruction words 
as a result of a single memory reference. In addition, 
programs typically involve repeated use of data and/or 
instruction words having an address close to the refer 
encing instruction word (i.e., the two words have a high 
probability of being transferred between the main men 
ory unit and central processing unit as a result of a 
single memory reference). 

Referring next to FIG. 2A, the instruction set, to 
which the central processing unit of the present inven 
tion responds, is listed. The central processing unit can 
operate in two modes, a user mode and a kernel mode 
(sometimes referred to as nonprivileged and privileged 
modes). The instructions that can be executed in the 
user and in the kernel mode are the LOAD, STORE, 
ARITHMETIC, EXTRACT FIELD, SUBROUTINE 
JUMP, CONDITIONAL JUMP, LOAD ADDRESS 
and COPROCESSOR instructions. The KERNEL 
EXIT, LOAD PC QUEUE, FLUSH and SPECIAL 
instructions can be executed only when the central 
processing unit is in the kernel mode. The TRAP in 
struction can be executed only in the user mode. An 
attempt to execute a TRAP instruction in the kernel 
mode will cause the central processing unit to stop 
instruction execution. The LOAD instruction uses the 
memory reference format (cf. FIG. 2B) and loads the 
word at an address determined by the address stored in 
the B field register, offset by the signed field of the 
instruction, into the A field register. The STORE in 
struction also uses the memory reference format and 
loads the word in the A field register into the address 
location determined by the B field address and the offset 
field of the instruction. The ARITHMETIC instruction 
uses the three register field format (arithmetic format in 
FIG. 2B). The word stored in the A field register and 
the word stored in the B field register have the opera 
tion performed thereon determined by the ALU field in 
the instruction. Some operations require only a single 
word on which to operate. In an arithmetic operation 
involving a constant, the constant is placed in the A 
field of the instruction (constants are typically relatively 
small) and directly applied to the arithmetic logic unit 
by means of a multiplexer arrangement in the A field 
register path. The EXTRACT FIELD instruction uses 
the extract format (cf. FIG. 2B). The EXTRACT 
FIELD instruction concatenates the word in the A field 
register and the B field register and uses an instruction 
length field to determine the size of the field to be ex 
tracted from the concatenated field and an instruction 
shift field to determine amount of shift (i.e., the begin 
ning) of the concatenated field to be stored in the C field 
register. This instruction can be used for shifting opera 
tions. The SUBROUTINE JUMP instruction uses the 
memory reference format and serves four purposes in 
the preferred embodiment, unconditional branching, 
computed branching, subroutine calls and subroutine 
returns, The address of the SUBROUTINE JUMP 
instruction is saved in the A field register, a branch is 
executed to an address determined by the B field regis 
ter, and the instruction offset field. The CONDI 
TIONAL JUMP instruction uses the memory reference 
format wherein the contents of the A field register is the 
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quantity to be tested, the B field is the test conditiq and 
the offset value is combined with a predetermisgisregis 
ter word (the program counter register is used in the 
preferred embodiment). The LOAD ADDRESS in 
struction uses the memory reference format, stores the 
computed address in the A field register. The CO 
PROCESSOR instruction is described with reference 
to the coprocessor unit and uses an (interpreted) arith 
metic format. The TRAP instruction uses the arithmetic 
format and provides the means for leaving the user 
mode of operation and entering the kernel mode of 
operation. The KERNEL EXIT instruction provides 
the mechanism by which the operating system program 
can return control of the central processing unit to a 
user program. When the central processing unit is enter 
ing the user mode from the kernel mode, several activi 
ties must take place such as changing the kernel mode 
bit in the status register. The KERNEL EXIT instruc 
tion is executed twice (because of the delayed branch 
implementation of the pipeline) to insure that the inter 
rupted program is reentered at the appropriate instruc 
tion. The LOAD PCQUEUE instruction permits a user 
program to be entered from the operating system that is 
different from the previously executing program. To 
accomplish this change, the program counter must have 
the appropriate addresses entered therein. The FLUSH 
instruction invalidates data and instruction cache mem 
ory pages. However, if the data words in the data cache 
memory unit have been changed, these changed entries 
must be stored at the corresponding locations in the 
main memory unit. The SPECIAL instruction performs 
operating system activity for which no other instruction 
is appropriate. For example, these instructions control 
input/output and memory controller operations, setting 
and reading the status register, etc. 

Referring next to FIG. 2B, the format of the instruc 
tion set of FIG. 2A is illustrated. Common to all instruc 
tions are a operation (OP) field 21, an A field 22 and a 
B field 23, where the A and B fields designating regis 
ters. When the instruction refers to a main memory 
location, the remaining field is a signed offset field 24. In 
a non-virtual memory mode, the register defined by the 
A field 22 is the location of the data, while the data (i.e., 
address) stored in the register defined by the B field 23 
is combined with the data in the signed offset field 24 to 
identify a main memory location. In the extract instruc 
tion format, the subfield that is to be extracted is a con 
catenation of the data in the register determined by the 
A Field and the data in the register determined by the B 
field. The remainder of the abstract format is divided 
into a length field 19 and a shift field 18. 

Referring next to FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, the opera 
tion of the central processing unit pipeline for a typical 
arithmetic instruction (FIG. 3A) is compared with the 
operation of the central processing unit pipeline for a 
coprocessor instructor (FIG. 3B). During the first time 
interval T1, the central processing unit performs the 
instruction preparation 31 for the instruction in instruc 
tion fetch apparatus 2. In time interval 12, operand 
preparation 32 is performed in the decode/read appara 
tus 3. The arithmetic or logic operation indicated by the 
instruction is performed in time interval T3. Finally, in 
time interval T4, the write apparatus 5 stores the result 
operand 34 resulting from the arithmetic or logic opera 
tion in the appropriate register. When a coprocessor 
instruction is to be executed, the activity of the central 
processing unit of instruction preparation 31' and oper 
and preparation 32 during time intervals T1 and T2, 
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6 
respectively, is similar to the operation for the typical 
arithmetic instruction. However, during time interval 
T3, the operands are applied to the coprocessor unit for 
manipulation in a manner determined by the instruction. 
During time interval T3, the results of the coprocessor 
activity from the previous coprocessor instruction are 
applied to write apparatus 5 and in time interval T4, the 
write apparatus 5 stores the result operand from the 
previous coprocessor instruction in the register location 
indicated by the C field (cf. FIG. 2B). Not shown in 
FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B are signal paths between stages. 
As will be clear to those skilled in the art of central 
processing units implemented in pipeline stages, these 
signal paths accommodate special situations such as 
making the result operands from the arithmetic logic 
unit available at an earlier timing cycle than would be 
possible in the normal sequence of operations of the 
pipeline stages. 

Referring next to FIG. 4, the fields of the status regis 
ter are shown. The first bit position is the boot bit. The 
boot bit is forwarded to the main memory unit during 
the bootstrapping (initialization) procedure in order 
that the main memory unit will utilize instructions from 
associated R(ead)O(nly)M(emory) units. The pre-kernel 
bit is used in switching from the kernel mode of opera 
tion to the user mode of operation (i.e., in the KERNEL 
EXIT instruction. The privilege instruction bit permits 
a user program to execute privileged instructions, but is 
not used in the preferred embodiment. The disable par 
ity checking is set during initialization, the initialization 
procedure being responsible for the data integrity. The 
next eight bits of the status register provide the identifi 
cation of the current process. The A bank bits and the B 
bank bits permit the selection of 4 register banks for use 
by each field (the C field using the same registers as the 
A field). An identification of an interrupt is provided by 
seven bit positions. When a trap instruction, indicating 
the transfer from the user mode of operation into the 
kernel mode of operation, is identified, the address 
translation in the cache memory units are disabled by 
storing signals in associated bit positions. Six bit posi 
tions provide a trap code. 
As will be clear to those skilled in the art, FIG. 1A 

and FIG. 1B illustrate the principal instruction and data 
word flow paths of the central processing unit, but do 
not illustrate all apparatus or signal paths typically pres 
ent in the stages of the central processing unit. The 
apparatus not illustrated can be implemented by tech 
niques known in the related art. For example, the in 
struction fetch apparatus 2 also includes an instruction 
counter for selecting the next instruction in the instruc 
tion cache memory unit. Similarly, associated with 
decode/read apparatus 3, a plurality of control circuits 
are coupled to register 132. These control circuits de 
code the logic signals stored in register 132 and distrib 
ute these signals, with appropriate delays for later pipe 
line stages, the registers, gates and components engaged 
in the manipulation of the data information. 

2. Operation of the Preferred Embodiment 
The central processing unit of the preferred embodi 

ment was designed with simplicity and ease of imple 
mentation as goals. These goals resulted in the selection 
of certain important parameters. For example, the in 
struction and the data words were selected to have 32 
bit positions. The use of an instruction word of this 
length permitted all the fields of each instruction of the 
selected instruction set to be included in a single word. 
The use of data and instruction words having a constant 
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size simplifies the implementation of the data paths over 
which data and instruction words are transfer.NiA 
simplified instruction set was selected. Such an instruc 
tion set selection reduces the complexity of the decode 
apparatus present, but not shown in FIG. 1B. The cen 
tral processing unit of the present invention was pro 
vided with a loadastore implementation in which an 
arithmetic operation is performed on the contents of a 
register and returned to a register after the operation 
has been executed. 

In addition, the central processing unit includes a 
virtual addressing scheme. The address translation is 
performed in the arithmetic unit 133. The virtual ad 
dressing process is also the point at which protection 
schemes between modes of operation of the central 
processing unit, between programs being executed by 
the central processing unit and between various classes 
of data, are provided. Two features have been added to 
the central processing unit to reduce the activity in the 
data cache memory unit. First, the P(rocess)ID(entifier) 
is associated with each program and eliminates the need 
for flushing (invalidating) the contents of the data cache 
memory unit when a different program begins execu 
tion. Second, a hashing procedure is added to the ad 
dress formation process. A hashing procedure is a way 
of changing an address in a predetermined manner to 
randomize the resulting numbers. If the data cache 
memory unit addresses are not randomized, then small 
programs can frequently require frequent swapping 
between the main memory unit and the data cache 
memory unit because of conflicting addresses. In the 
preferred embodiment shown in FIG. 1B, the position 
of the arithmetic logic unit 133 in the decode/read ap 
paratus places severe timing constraints on the activity 
that can be performed. For example, register 132 ad 
dresses register bank 131 during address formation, to 
retrieve the base address and apply this address to one 
set of input terminals of arithmetic logic unit 133. In 
addition, hashing algorithm implementations typically 
involve the use of 'exclusive or logic gates, the 'exclu 
sive or logic gates providing an operation that is not 
associative with addition. In the present invention, the 
hashing algorithm is implemented with an adder unit. 
The adder unit 135 operates on the PIN and displace 
ment fields that are available from the instruction and 
do not have to be retrieved from the register bank 131. 
Furthermore, by implementing the hashing algorithm 
with addition operations, the hashing operation com 
mutes and associates with the the addition operation in 
the address formation. Therefore, the hashing operation 
of the present invention can be performed prior to the 
address formation operation. 

Referring once again to FIG. 1, the four stage pipe 
line was chosen as a compromise between the desire for 
higher performance (i.e., by reducing cycle time) and 
the desire to reduce the latency of a branch instruction 
(i.e., the number of cycles from the issuance of a branch 
instruction until the issuance of the target instruction). 
In order to improve the performance of the central 
processing unit, instructions entering the pipeline dur 
ing latent cycles (typically referred to as delay slots) are 
to be executed, an operation technique referred to as 
delayed branching. By placing the arithmetic logic unit 
133 in the decode/read apparatus 3 to compute ad 
dresses, the instruction sequence is delayed by only one 
timing cycle for branch instructions. In addition, the 
arithmetic logic unit contributes to the short pipeline 
implementation by generating the addresses in main 
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8 
memory for the LOAD instruction or for the STORE 
instruction sufficiently early in the instruction execution 
to permit the data cache memory unit to operate as part 
of the execute apparatus 3. 
The central processing unit includes both a data 

cache memory unit 143 and an instruction cache men 
ory unit 121. Although the two cache memory units 
increase the amount of apparatus, potential conflicts 
that can arise with the use of a single cache are avoided. 
The central processing unit does not include prefetch 
apparatus thereby reducing the complexity apparatus 
implementing the central processing unit still further. 

In the preferred embodiment, the register bank 131 
associated with the execute apparatus 4 has four sepa 
rately addressable banks of registers. These register 
banks can be assigned to individual processes. Some 
register to register transfers can be avoided thereby. 

Instruction Execution Modes 

In order to prevent compromise of the operation of 
the central processing unit, two modes of operation are 
available. The user mode permits a repertoire of instruc 
tions by the user of the central processing unit to have 
sufficient access to the resources of the data processing 
system to accomplish the desired manipulation of data. 
The kernel mode provides to the operating system addi 
tional instructions (indeed all possible instructions ex 
cept the TRAP instruction) to respond to exceptional 
situations and to control functions in the central pro 
cessing unit to which access by a user program could 
result in erroneous processing. In the preferred embodi 
ment, the operating system is responsible for mainte 
nance and interpretations of page tables, as well as con 
trol of entries in the translation table cache memory 
unit. The operating system is also responsible for input 
/output operations. Similarly, interrupt events occur 
ring during a user program are responded to by the 
operating system. In order to simplify the design of the 
central processing unit by avoiding use of an interrupt 
stack, external interrupts are disabled during operation 
in the kernel mode. The operating system is also respon 
sible for the virtual memory address mechanism. In 
cluded in the virtual memory address mechanism is a 
mechanism for preventing interaction of the user pro 
grams with each other and with the operating system 
and provides a mechanism for relocating or rearranging 
the data and instruction word groups (pages) in main 
memory. 

Coprocessor Unit 
The coprocessor unit is used to perform operations 

on data words that can not be accommodated within the 
tinning cycle of the central processing unit pipeline 
stages. Integer multiplication and integer division are 
examples of such operations, the plurality of steps in 
plementing these operations can not be accommodated 
in the timing cycle available for each stage. In addition, 
atypical operations that are too complex to be per 
formed in a single machine cycle involve quantities 
represented by the floating point format (i.e., are repre 
sented by a normalized fraction value and an exponent 
value) and by quantities represented in a double preci 
sion format (i.e., wherein two data words are used to 
represent the quantity). To minimize the interruption to 
the sequential instruction execution, the coprocessor 
activity is performed in parallel with the execution of 
the typical arithmetic instructions, permitting the cen 
tral processing unit to continue instruction execution. In 
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What is claimed is: ar. Ya. 
1. A central processing unit of a data processag sys 

tem, said central processing unit comprising: 
instruction cache memory unit for storing sequences 

of instructions; 
decode/read means coupled to said instruction cache 
memory unit, said decode/read means including; 
an instruction register for receiving instructions 

from said instruction cache memory unit, 
an operand register bank for storing operands and 

for retrieving operands in response to address 
portions from said instruction register, 

an adder unit for receiving address portions from 
said instruction register, and 

a first arithmetic logic unit for receiving signal 
groups from said operand register bank unit and 
said adder unit, said arithmetic logic unit provid 
ing addresses, wherein said addresses are applied 
to said instruction cache memory unit, said in 
struction cache memory unit providing a next 
sequential instruction of a currently executing 
sequence of instructions from said instruction 
cache memory unit to said instruction register 
during a first time period, said instruction regis 
ter providing control signals determining a dis 
tribution and a processing of at least one data 
operand according to said next sequential in 
struction, said operand register bank providing 
operands in response to address portions from 
said instruction register and said first arithmetic 
logic unit providing addresses during a second 
time period; 

execute means including; 
a latch circuit for storing at least one operand from 

said operand register bank, 
a second arithmetic logic unit receiving said at least 
one operand from said latch circuit, said second 
arithmetic logic unit providing a processed oper 
and, 

a data cache memory unit providing an operand in 
response to addresses from said first arithmetic 
logic unit, and 

multiplexer unit for receiving a processed operand 
from said second arithmetic logic unit and a 
stored operand from said data cache memory 
unit, said second arithmetic logic unit processing 
said at least one data operand in accordance with 
control signals from said instruction register or 
said data cache memory unit retrieving one 
stored operand during a third time period; and 

write means for transferring a processed data operand 
resulting from said processing said at least one data 
operand or a stored operand from said data cache 
memory unit to a designated location in said oper 
and register bank in response to control signals 
from said instruction register during a fourth time 
period; wherein said instruction cache memory 
unit, said decode/read means, said execute means 
and said write means are pipeline subsystems of 
said central processing unit, said central processing 
unit using a load/store operational procedure. 

2. The central processing unit of claim 1 wherein said 
operand register bank includes four separately accessi 
ble sets of registers selectable by a currently executing 
user program, said register bank storing data operands 
to be processed. 

3. The central processing unit of claim 1 wherein said 
adder unit and said arithmetic logic unit forming an 
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12 
address using a predetermined procedure in response to 
an instrfiction in said instruction register, wherein said 
predetermined procedure for forning an address to be 
applied to said data cache memory can include virtual 
address to real address translation. 

4. The central processing unit of claim 3 wherein said 
predetermined procedure for providing an address in 
cludes a hashing procedure for minimizing address clus 
tering, said hashing procedure being implemented using 
said adder unit. 

5. The central processing unit of claim 4 wherein said 
hashing procedure is performed prior to an address 
formation procedure. 

6. The central processing unit of claim 4 wherein said 
central processing unit ceases operation when an oper 
and required for executing said sequence of instructions 
is not available to said central processing unit subsys 
tems when required for said executing said sequence of 
instructions, and wherein said central processing unit 
resumes operation when an operand required for exe 
cuting said sequence of instruction is available. 

7. The central processing unit of claim 6 wherein 
prefetch apparatus is replaced by a transfer of large 
groups of operands for each main memory access. 

8. The central processing unit of claim 1 wherein said 
central processing unit is responsive to a LOAD in 
struction, said LOAD instruction transferring an oper 
and from a first location in said data cache memory unit 
to a first location in said operand register bank. 

9. The central processing unit of claim 8 wherein said 
central processing unit is responsive to a STORE in 
struction, said STORE instruction transferring an oper 
and at a second location in said operand register bank to 
a second location in said data cache memory unit. 

10. The central processing unit of claim 9 wherein 
said central processing unit is responsive to an ARITH 
METIC instruction, said ARITHMETIC instruction 
performing a predetermined arithmetic/logic operation 
on an operand in a third location in said operand regis 
ter bank, said predetermined arithmetic/logic operation 
including a second operand selected from the group 
consisting of an operand in a fourth location in said 
operand register bank and a constant operand identified 
by said ARITHMETIC instruction. 

11. The central processing unit of claim 1 wherein 
said central processing unit has a kernel mode and a user 
mode for executing instructions, said kernel mode of 
operation permitting execution of instructions not exe 
cutable in said user mode, said user mode of operation 
executing instructions available to a user program for 
said central processing unit. 

12. The central processing unit of claim 11 wherein 
said central processing unit operating in said user mode 
is able to execute all instructions selected from a group 
of instructions consisting of a LOAD instruction, a 
STORE instruction, an ARITHMETIC instruction, an 
EXTRACT FIELD instruction, a SUBROUTINE 
JUMP instruction, a CONDITIONAL JUMP instruc 
tion and a COPROCESSOR instruction. 

13. The central processing unit of claim 12 wherein 
said central processing unit operating in said kernel 
mode is able to execute all instructions selected from a 
group of instructions consisting of a KERNEL EXIT 
instruction, a LOAD PC QUEUE instruction, a 
FLUSH instruction and SPECIAL instructions in addi 
tion to said group of instructions executable in said user 
mode. 

  


